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This deliverable involves the identification of the most suitable e-learning platform model
available on the market. Different platforms are evaluated and compared based on
parameters such as user-friendliness, flexibility to manage contents, layout or the
interaction possibility between trainers and teachers among others. These parameters are
critical for the training system and the chosen e-learning platform should have these
requirements. In addition, other non-functional requirements are considered such as the
maturity of the platform, robustness, the number of users of the platform, cost of ownership
or openness.

The experience acquired in the previous Leonardo da Vinci projects (Learning for Plastics, E-
learning for Plastic Converters, Energywise Plastics, Knowledge Transfer of Rapid
Manufacturing, Micro-Manufacturing Training Platform for SMEs) and pre-existing knowledge
of these software tools (such as, for example, “Moodle”) support this deliverable. 

Several e-learning platforms are studied apart from Moodle, such as Open edX, Edmodo and
Wordpress. It should be taken into account that in the DoW other two platforms were
considered, but in this deliverable they were discarded because they were a little bit
outdated. Each selected platform has its own functionalities, origin, and openness, and the
best e-learning platform which adapts to the project is selected.

 Finally, in the Annex I there are the guidelines for the creation of content.

SUMMARY1.
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First step was the selection of criteria to be used in the analysis:

Openness: We favor the usage of open systems instead of proprietary ones.

Course delivery: Capabilities of the platform to deliver effectively different kind of contents
structured according proper pedagogical approaches, (lessons in various formats, quizzes).

Document repository functionality: The capability to be used as a content repository and the
availability of related management tools.

User management, messaging and notification management: We include users registration
and management, roles and reporting.

Easy of use and accessibility: For both the students, teachers and administrators. Easiness
of the content development, also in relationship to e-book version.

Appearance: Possibilities of customisation and overall look. Adaptability to different devices.

Cost of ownership: In terms of needed hosting, maintenance and supporting staff.

Robustness as established platform: Supported by the developer, by a big community of
users. Overall security of the platform.

Other useful features: Possibility to send user reminders, recommendations, promotion of
content. Analytics capabilities, widgets that allow connections to social media, connection
to certification and accreditation systems.

Parameters classified as less important:
- Course calendar:Capability associated usually with learning management systems. Not
relevant in our case.
- Academic management of the students:It refers to the capability to manage the learning
process of the participants: completeness, assignments, grades, etc. Assessment of
learning activities at user level.

METHODOLOGY2.
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Once the criteria have been established, the platforms that will be analyzed should be
outlined. 
The study started with the platforms proposed in the DoW:
Emma Project http://project.europeanmoocs.eu: Currently closed to new entries
Google Open Online Education: Project abandoned by Google. 
Once the platform has been chosen, the content should be created using standards. A
content production technological workflow proposal is outlined in the Annex 1 together with
some guidelines and recommendations for course development.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS3.

The following platforms have been compared: Edmodo, Moodle, Open edX and Wordpress:

Main findings for every platform3.1

Edmodo was founded by Nic Borg, Jeff O'Hara, and Crystal Hutter in 2008. It has 87.4 million
users. It is backed by Index Ventures, Benchmark, Greylock Partners, Learn Capital, New
Enterprise Associates, Union Square Ventures, Glynn Capital Management, Tenaya Capital,
SingTel Innov8, and KDDI. Edmodo is very teacher-centric in their design and philosophy:
students and parents can only join Edmodo if invited to do so by a teacher.

The idea of social media based platform started as a interesting, but in the end, relies in a
motivated, captured, or dynamised enough group of people, needed to maintain the group
alive. The platform itself is not completely developed and taking with the developers they
showed a not completely finished concept. Probably not enough developed and future
development plans are not clear. As a consequence, it is not recommended.

EDMODO
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Moodle (acronym for modular object-oriented dynamic learning environment) was founded by
Martin Dougiamas in 2002. It is distributed under distributed under the GNU General Public
License. Moodle has more than 78 million users all over the world. It is developed with
pedagogical principles, it is used as an online platform both for online education and
presential education.
It is a well-established platform. With more capabilities than needed for this project, but with
the possibility to be customised to maintain a proper user experience. It is stable and
accessible. 
The advantages of Moodle than can be useful for our project are the following: multi-
language, mobile support, grades integrated, easy registration of users, authentication very
usable and option of self-enrollment, wide range of built-in modules to expand capabilities,
easy management of forums and groups, less prone to security breaches, accessibility
issues better managed and less demanding computing resources.

MOODLE

It is a massive online course provider. EdX is a nonprofit organization and runs on the free
Open edX open-source software platform. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
Harvard University created edX in May 2012. edX has around 14 million students.
Under development yet, too complicated for small initiatives. It is not optimized regarding IT
resources to be committed.

OPEN edX

WordPress

It was first released in 2003, and it is a free open-source content management system. It is
used in 60 million websites, being the most popular web content management system. It is
based in PHP and MySQL and features include a plugin architecture and a template system.
It is capable due to the aggregation of a big number of developers devoted to this platform
(not directly for learning purposes) that bring a handful of possibilities. This same distributed
development approach, based in aggregation of plugins developed by unrelated third parties
makes the platform prone to configuration and general robustness problems



After the analysis of the prototypes based in Moodle and Wordpress and synthesizing the
findings as a list of advantages and disadvantages of Moodle vs. Wordpress, we found the
following:
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3.2. Comparing the principal candidates

ADVANTAGES 
 (of Moodle related to WordPress)

                      DISADVANTAGES
(of Moodle related to WordPress)

Native Multi-language
capabilities
Native Mobile support
Grades management
integrated
Easy registration of users,
authentication very usable and
option of self-enrollment
Wide range of built-in modules
to expand capabilities
Easy management of forums
and groups
Less prone to security
breaches
Accessibility issues better
managed
Less demanding computing
resources

In the course category section,
the titles of all courses are
displayed regardless of the
language
Layout and look and feel
customization by
“programming” instead on
“themes”
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4. CONCLUSIONS

According to the established criteria, the most suitable platform for the project is Moodle. 
A comparison of available platforms have been provided together with the advantages and
disadvantages. Four platforms were considered in this benchmark: Moodle, Wordpress,
Open edX and Edmodo. 

In addition, information about the origin, main functionalities or scope and number of users
of each platform is described.Furthermore, two prototypes of the main two possibilities,
Moodle and Wordpress are created in order to have a better insight of the two platforms. The
first prototype was built using MoodleCloud, a cloud option to build Moodle. This prototype
enables to foresee the main functionalities, challenges and options that Moodle can provide.

 On the other hand, a Wordpress page was also created, experimenting how a course is
developed using Wordpress and its plugins. The final result is clear, the best option for the
project is Moodle having both functional and non-functional advantages. Some of the
advantages are for example that Moodle integrates smoothly multi-language and mobile
support. These are important advantages given that most e-learning users follow their
course with their mobile phones or tablets and that three languages (Spanish, German and
Italian) should be supported in Digit-T course.

In a nutshell, this deliverable describes the results of a market analysis and compares
different platforms in order to decide which platform will be adopted in the project. The
chosen option for this project has been Moodle because of its functional and non-functional
advantages mentioned above.
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5. SOLUTION ON THE CHOSEN MOODLE PLATFORM

Finally Moodle will hosts the ADeAPTIVE prototype. It is available to the public at
https://ecursos.eurecat.org and it has been built using Moodle together with a MySQL
database. 
During the first year an adaptive e-learning platform has been developed. The complete
process has been carried out in distinct phases: requirements request, technology
benchmark   module   and content development, testing.Moodle maintenance and version
management. Installation of a Moodle development platform to test before production in
eCursos. Update to Moodle 3.7.
After the first technical test of the platform, a first formal pilot for "Entrepreneurship" (Fresh
Start course) has been developed with realistic contents provided by UCLL to further check
the adaptive methodologies.
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Secondly, the setup of a course has been prepared for the Finnish pilot.

On the other hand, look and feel of the platform improvement using different plugins as
Klassroom or akademi themes.
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Several challenges have been tackled in the platform such as visualization of progression of
students, gamification, storytelling, peer assessment, definition of short and long-term
goals, knowledge-based elements, learning analytics and other functional and non-
functional requirements of the platform. 

All these functionalities have been implemented using Moodle configuration options and its
plugins. International standards have also been used in the development of the courses,
such as the SCORM 1.2 standard, which enables to share and reuse information solving
interoperability problems. In addition, the platform has been tested in mobile phones so
students can access to courses easily through their smartphone using the Moodle app.
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